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The chapter or appendix that you have
downloaded from the Internet is part of a
larger book writing project.

Although copyrighted through the U.S.
Library of Congress, the author
welcomes your sharing this material. If
you quote or cite this text, please
provide a web link or reference to:
www.WindowView.org.

As a draft, this project is open to your
comment and suggestions. Tell us what you
think about what you’ve read.

The author can be reached by e-mail at:
response@windowview.org
 
 
 
 

Note, technological and political developments,
among other topics, have undergone recent
change and made stunning advancements that
are yet to be captured here. For example, when
this book project was started, the Internet was in
its infancy. The rapid advances in the global
communications systems alone is worthy of note
in the Creator’s Window. So, in some places you
may fill in certain logical gaps as you read by
simply thinking of and integrating your
understanding of current events.

The purpose of the Creator's Window
fits within the larger scope of
WindowView.org.  To better
understand how all this fits within the
window's holistic view, we encourage a
visit  to the WindowView web site.
Moreover, an outline for the entire
writing project, of which this document
is only one part, can be best appreciated
by reading the outline for the Creator's
Window at the web site.  Please reserve
your assessment of this presentation
until you examine the outline for its
larger context.

WindowView.org is a thought
resource that  entertains a larger
perspective based on Origins (as
related through scientific evidence and a
look at the Scriptures that identify a
beginning to our universe), to current
Global Changes (which you are familiar
from reading the nightly news), Time
Lines (based on science, human history
in general, and biblical projections), and
finally the role of a specific People
Group that has been an intended
messenger... one group that is meant
to shine a light on the path ahead of
all humanity.  Sounds like a tall tale?
Well, you are living today with all the
evidence that is used here... come
see how it looks through the
Window's View!

Look, discern, then decide for
yourself what it all means to you
personally!

Thank you for downloading this work.
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VIII  -- What Is A Quark?

There are times when one can best understand the very large by first

considering the very small.  In this case, the view shifts from the stars to atoms

to quarks.  Indeed, what are quarks and how do they help us to understand the

Universe at large?

The Greek word a-tom means ‘not cut’, or ‘invisible’, and comes from the

theory of Atomism, proposed by Leucippus and Democritus in the 5th century

BCE.  These Greek philosophers imagined each atom as an indivisible,

extremely small, smooth, and shiny globule which is impenetrably hard and

unchangeable.6  Thus began the characterization of chemistry's elemental

units.  Important atomic examples include: hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, and

nitrogen.  These make up the core structure of organic molecules, which are

themselves the building blocks for all life forms.  A basic chemistry textbook

illustrates how atoms of various types combine to form thousands upon

thousands of unique molecules.  And I can mentally make them all with a

tinker-toy analogy, linking spherical atoms with stick-like bonds, to produce

water, atmospheric gases, minerals, proteins, fats, or other substances.  These

are the common materials of a familiar physical world.

Science reveals that atoms are composed of a nucleus, in the center, and

electrons whizzing about in peripheral orbits encircling the nucleus (see Plate

II).  Incredibly, each atom is like a small solar system, with the nucleus situated

like our Sun and electrons in orbit like planets.  Sometimes I think this

similarity is remarkably uncanny and that too fits into a master design.

Looking into the heart of the atom, the nucleus contains sub-atomic particles:

                                    
6  G. Staguhn,  God's Laughter - Man and His Cosmos  (New York: Harper Collins Publishers,

1992), page 113.
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neutrons and protons—their numbers determine an atom’s character.  The

complement of electrons encircling the nucleus—in one or more

orbits—complete the atom’s composition.  Orbits and sharing electrons are

responsible for an atom's ability to link with others.  Atoms are indeed invisible

to the eye and their fundamental components within are a mere fraction of

atomic dimensions.

10 km

Put in relative scale, atoms describe something most unusual.  Matter is

mostly nothing!  I am truly amused!  Let’s consider a simple example.

Hydrogen is made of one proton and one electron.  If I could enlarge the

proton to 10 centimeters (about the diameter of a grapefruit), the electron

becomes a dot equaling 0.01 centimeters.7  The distance between the proton

and the orbital pathway of the electron is equivalent to 10 kilometers (a radius

equal to 6.2 miles)!  What is between these two objects?  Space, vacuum,

simply nothing fills this gap!  Even more complex atoms, with many protons,

neutrons, and electrons assume slightly larger volumes, but are still

predominantly nothing.  I perceive a solid presence to my physical being

because of special properties that accompany the structure of atomic matter.

These concepts are examined later in terms of a baseball game.  If atoms are

predominantly emptiness, then so are you!  Now that you and I are essentially

virtual beings, mostly nothing, it's time to move on!

                                    
7  0.01 centimeters equals 100 micrometers in diameter which is nearly invisible since the

unaided human eye is incapable of distinguishing objects smaller than 0.01 cm.
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Quarks, Energy, and Organization

Drs. Gell-Mann and Zweig, during the 1960s, theorized that neutrons and

protons are made of smaller units called quarks—of various types: up, down,

charm, strange, top, and bottom.  Up and down quarks, in sets of three, make

up either a proton or neutron (Plate II).  For the present, I have arrived at the

most elementary particle.  I won’t explore the possibility that matter is made of

still other smaller units.  Why?  First, because evidence for quarks is strong,

even though no direct observation offering proof exists—not yet anyway.

Second, they offer a suitable interface where I envision a transition between

matter and energy.  In fact, Albert Einstein’s theory of relativity tells us matter

and energy are quite the same thing, except for a difference in form.  So, think

of a quark as:

• an entity I illustrate as a minute, fuzzy, ‘particle’ composed of energy (Plate

II), which offers a way to visualize all matter as energy—but only in the

child’s eye does one recognize this marvel... the mystery is: what we see is

really not what we are!

• quarks are the abundant, basic, component of Creation—energy is the clay

from which every cosmic sphere and vessel are made.

In the woods, the elder professor would even link the forest to the cosmos

by saying: “We live in a Universe with different levels of organization.”  Take a

moment to examine this concept (see Plate III).  Consider that you are a

complex structure composed of body parts, made of tissues and organs, of

cells, molecules, atoms.  All this is made of neutrons, protons, and electrons,

which one step further are made not of material stuff, not of matter, but of

energy.  The physical stuff of being—including you and me—is merely energy.

And if this revelation puts a chill through your spine, this sensation too, is a
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product of energy.  The Universe has order, all of which relates to energetics,

energy’s structure in the entire system, and change which is the flow of energy

between, and within, every level of organization.

I ask you to consider your being purely in terms of energy.8  Put aside the

conventions stating you are merely material, physical, and three dimensional.

Your imagination is required to achieve a new frame of mind.  Beyond the

window, everything amounts to changing forms of energy.  The objects you

recognize everyday—the stage of life, the Earth, the chair you sit in, even a

human body—all undergo conservative changes where, once decomposed,

rusted, or released in some way, elements and energy flow and thereafter

regroup into other forms.  In this respect, a human's whole life experience is

set within a matrix of energy forms.  Change—as considered in Part One—is

simply energy’s manipulation on a global scale.  All energy might be preserved

as trees, people, or automobiles, if not otherwise transformed by fire, famine,

or rust.  Every form now appearing will sometime disappear, but the energy is

always somewhere, even if you don’t recognize it for what it once was.

Physics agrees!  Einstein calls this the conservation of energy.  His famous

formula, E = mc2, expresses that everything remains in this Universe—either as

mass, energy, or somewhere in transition.

Life forms are energy playing roles through time.  These are the ultimate

products of creation established by: the Big Bang’s initial rush of energy,9

physical laws ruling the Universe, gases making stars, stars synthesizing heavy

                                    
8  1 Cor. 6:19,20   ‘Or don't you know that your body is a temple for the Ruach HaKodesh,

who lives inside you, whom you received from God?  The fact is, you don't belong to

yourselves; for you were bought at a price.  So use your bodies to glorify God.’ (JNT, Ruach

HaKodesh: Holy Spirit)

9  Big Bang: a creation event described in more detail in Chapter IX.
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elements, and critical parameters sustaining life on planet Earth.  Energy serves

as a portal to understanding the Universe, not as a place, but as an extra-

ordinary experience.  The human intellect, which separates man from all other

life, integrates experience into a life-long process—the human learning curve!

If learning is the product of energy and intelligence, it is purposeful, it orients

us, and prepares us for a hidden unity within reality.  Correspondingly,

everyone grows by experience, choice, interpretations, and the opportunity for

a revelation defining one’s personal being.

Plate III
Levels of Organization in the Universe

Galactic Clusters
Individual Galaxies (Milky Way)

Star Clusters
Stars with Planets

Planet (Earth)
Biosphere
Ecosystem

Habitat / Community
Food Chain  (Carry Capacity)

Organism (Human Being)
Organs (Heart, Lungs, etc.)

Tissues
Cells

Organelles (Chloroplast, Mitochondrion)
Membranes (Cell Membrane)

Metabolites (Biochemical Pathways)
Molecules (Water, Protein)

Atoms (C, H, N, O)
Sub-Atomic Particles (Neutron, Proton, electron)

Quarks
Energy

To answer my original question, quarks are theoretical and not yet

concretely proven.  I visualize them as fuzzy energy units packed into protons

and neutrons.  Here, a quark is a starting point from which I begin a discussion

of the creation of the Universe.  Quarks are at the root of our being—a

substance worked like potter’s clay molded into a shape, a presence, a vessel, a

body, that is truly a special form fashioned and sustained by energy.  Most
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important, energy patterns produce events, which in turn convey a physical

being through time as one gathers experience.  The patterns are founded on

laws and forces set forth at the beginning of time.  In parallel, Yeshayahu (i.e.

Isaiah) says humanity is the work of the potter’s hands.10  Hold onto this

perspective, for historical events played out by human energy forms enter the

window’s view later on.

Window Pane Five   

Defining the Universe—Expanding Technical Terms!

There are many models for the Universe, they include: Static, Oscillating,

Lemaître Hesitation, Infinite Hesitation, Steady State, Standard Big Bang, and

Inflationary Big Bang.  Each model proposes how the Universe first appeared or

exists through time.  Furthermore, cosmologists seek to know how the

Universe expands, if at all, and whether the cosmos is an open, closed, or flat

system.11

An open system expands to infinity suggesting an infinitely old Universe.

This system and related models provide enough time for any kind of evolution,

including that often assumed for life.  If closed, the Universe attains a finite age

and perhaps cycles as predicted by the oscillation model.  But finite systems are

problematic, they constrict the time frames allowable for life's evolution.

The flat Universe—presently favored by many cosmologists—fits the Big

Bang models closely but this depends on knowledge of the total mass of the

Universe.  These models have a beginning, and thereafter follow defined

timelines.  The system has a finite age and a collapse back to the cosmic origin

                                    
10  Isaiah 29:14-16, 45:7-12, 64:8.

11  Dr. Hugh Ross—in his book: The Fingerprint of God—gives a description for each model plus

an assessment for the advantages and problems associated with each.
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seems unlikely.  One day, the actual type of system will be decided when

science knows how the Universe's mass compares to a critical value:

‘The value of 5 x 10-30 g/cm3, which corresponds to about three hydrogen
atoms per cubic meter, is called the critical density of the Universe.’12

The density value is derived from theory based on the Hubble constant,

which describes the rate of universal expansion13—indeed present evidence

indicates the Universe is expanding now!  Both the Hubble constant and the

critical value may be subject to minor modifications as theory and experiment

advance human understanding, but the concept of a critical value and the

implications for a flat Universe remain the same.

The central idea is... if the average density of matter is: 

• any value less than the critical density, then the Universe is infinite, open,
and maintains expansion even after becoming infinitely dispersed
• if any value greater than the critical density, the Universe is finite and closed,
the system will one day collapse back to its origin
• if equal to the critical density, then the Universe is infinite and flat.  In a
somewhat balanced mode, the system slows more and more until expansion
velocity approaches zero while dispersing to infinity—this is the popular view
accepted today

Critical value indeed!  Is this coincidence to be viewed casually?  Can a

Universe be flat, with a mass just so, and set to such a fine adjustment without

some intelligence behind the creative process?  What are the odds that the

                                    
12  Ibid.  S. G. Kutter,  The Universe and Life: Origins and Evolution  (Portola Valley: Jones and

Bartlett Publishers, Inc., 1987), p. 63.

13  The Hubble Constant:  ‘...the constant of proportionality between recession velocity and

distance in the expanding universe.  It is a fundamental property of cosmology that sets both

the scale and the expansion age of the universe.  It is determined by measurement of galaxy

radial velocities and distances.’  Quotation from:  J. P. Huchra,  “The Hubble Constant,”

Science  256  (1992),  pages 321-324.
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mass of this system would equal, among all possibilities, to one special value?

Science presently lacks the absolute answer concerning total mass, but as noted

later, other values also raise the very same question and their values are known!

Meanwhile, the goal of some cosmologists is to tally up all observable mass

to calculate if the total is greater, less than, or equal to the critical density.  To

complicate the story there appear to be two kinds of matter, both visible and

hard-to-see matter—called dark matter.

‘Although dark matter cannot be seen directly, its presence can be deduced
from its gravitational effect on visible matter.’14

Looking into the night sky I see matter in the starry host above, it shows

itself as luminescent stars, galaxies, and reflective planets and moons—this is

visible matter.  Human eyes do not see the dark matter sitting invisibly in close

association with visible matter, or elsewhere, alone, in the pockets of presumed

empty space.  Scientists estimate the true mass associated with visible

structures as 3 to 80 (with most estimates at a factor of 6 to 7) times greater

than the bright stuff one sees.15  The total of all matter is presently estimated

at a point just short of a flat Universe.  Technically speaking, from this

window, I see baryonic matter—composed of protons, neutrons, and

electrons.  The dark matter, also referred to as either exotic or non-baryonic

matter, is unknown stuff lacking complete characterization.  But, the fact of

this matter is the Universe doesn't operate without it!

                                    
14  Ibid., S. G. Kutter,  page 64.

15  Ibid.


